Together Towards Tomorrow

A world of academic excellence that amalgamates innovative teaching tools and experiential learning with morality and values.
OUR VISION

K.R. Mangalam World School aims to be an institution of excellence where students, teachers and parents work together as one community. The school is committed to grooming its students into global citizens empowered with sound ethical values, wisdom and knowledge.

OUR MISSION

The school provides high standards of educational excellence in an environment conducive to learning. Here, every student is made to realize his full potential and is nurtured into an individual who demonstrates integrity, thinks critically, acts democratically and respects diversity.
Principal’s Perspective

K.R. Mangalam World School, Gurugram has established a “Tradition of Excellence” in the holistic development of its learners. With a focus on experiential learning, we aim to improve their skills in Multiple Intelligences, STEAM education (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics), and PSPE (Personal, Social and Physical Education).

I firmly believe that within each student there is a leader, a teacher, an architect, a scientist, a songwriter, and an artist or an economist. I am proud of the extensive educational opportunities offered by our school to groom happy and responsible individuals.

The school's motto - “Together Towards Tomorrow” promises to develop a collaborative community of students, parents, and teachers who participate actively in meaningful learning. We are indeed blessed to have the support of all stakeholders in our mission.
About the School

The campus comprises three blocks with two playgrounds and extensive infrastructure for scholastic and co-scholastic pursuits of students.

Explore the salient features of K.R. Mangalam World School below:

- Excellent Student-Teacher ratio (14:1)
- Smart classrooms with Interactive Board and Audio-Visual Tools
- Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE)
- Atal Tinkering Lab, an initiative of NITI Aayog
- Well-equipped laboratories for Science, Language, Math, Robotics, Astronomy, and other activities
- Parent App. for E-Communication
- Spacious Amphitheatre and 400-seater Auditorium
- Sports ground for football, basketball, lawn tennis, badminton, and cricket
- Provision for indoor sports like table tennis, gymnastics, yoga, golf, and shooting
- Well-stocked libraries
- Day-care facility
- 360-degree Feedback
- Health Care Facilities
- School Café
Nurturing Learning

K.R. Mangalam World School is committed to providing dynamic scholastic and co-scholastic opportunities to all students. It is our constant endeavor to facilitate our learners to develop as collaborative, innovative, and creative thinkers.

We focus on:

**PSPE:**
Personal, Social, and Physical Education is an integral part of teaching and learning in our curriculum to promote personality development, physical growth, and social well-being of the child.

**Experiential Learning:**
Children learn best through their experience and reflection, so we predominantly focus on applying classroom lessons and skills to real-world experiences.

**Project-Based Learning:**
Teaching at KRM is driven more by learners’ questions rather than by a teacher’s lesson. Students are engaged in a comprehensive process of asking questions, discovering resources and applying information.

**STEAM Learning:**
The STEAM Education approach to learning uses Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and athematics as access points for students to develop critical thinking and find creative ways of solving problems and linking different fields seamlessly.

**Honing Multiple Intelligences:**
Multiple Intelligences methodology enables students to better understand the concepts and values they learn. We reinforce skills ranging from linguistics, numeracy, art, music, nature, spatial, and kinaesthetic in all learners, empowering them to explore infinite career avenues.
Signature Programmes

Terra Care
KRM believes that producing generations of environmentally conscious people is the only way to protect our planet for the future. Sensitization towards environmental issues begins in the classroom and expands to the community by engaging students in action-based learning that transforms individual behavior or habits in school, at home, and in society.

Neoteric learning
Embracing the ever-evolving innovations our school delivers education through IBL (Inquiry-Based Learning) and IEP (Individualised Learning Plan). The new-age learning prepares students across all curriculum areas and learning stages with skills and capabilities to thrive in a rapidly changing and intertwined world.

Healthfulness
KRM fosters Health and Fitness programmes such as nutrition and food safety, yoga sessions, workshops on mental health to provide a healthy learning environment to students. It helps them acquire functional health knowledge and practice skills required to adopt and maintain healthy behavior throughout their lives.

Expressions Enhanced
Verbal or non-verbal, every act we perform is an expression of our thoughts. At KRM, we intensify these expressions to induce self-worth and confidence in our learners through creative projects, confidence-building programmes, arts, music, dance, etc.

Nurturing Humanity
Humanity is a virtue that symbolizes human love, compassion, and harmonious coexistence. It is attained through humane practices and self-experiences. KRM prepares its students to develop full human potential and represent humanity in its true meaning by growing up as sensitive, caring, and virtuous individuals.
Beyond Boundaries
To raise global citizens, KRM grooms its students with values that support responsible global citizenship, creativity, innovation, and commitment to peace, human rights, and sustainable development. We engage learners in several activities to embed the virtues of respect, tolerance, empathy, along with awareness of international contexts.

Future Readiness
KRM assists students to choose ideal careers through internships and a 4-year career counseling programme. Alongside students, we also encourage our facilitators to stay updated with new and advanced teaching methodologies through various professional development programmes.

KRM takes pride in having received the International Dimension in Schools accreditation by the British Council for three consecutive terms.

Talk Series
Let’s TALK (Towards Aligned Learning and Knowledge) is a series of Talks by ideators, industry experts, career counselors, renowned psychologists, and even our alumni to inspire and guide our students, parents, and teachers on various topics of relevance.

Parental Engagement
Parents are our partners in education. At school, we engage parents through workshops, morning assemblies, and frequent parent-teacher interaction sessions. Besides, parents are also encouraged to participate in school events as guides and judges.
Co-scholastic Activities

**Sports:** The school owns state-of-the-art courts and arenas for the following:
- **Indoor games:** Chess, Table Tennis, Yoga, Martial Arts, Taekwondo, Shooting, Golf
- **Outdoor games:** Basketball, Football, Cricket, Gymnastics, Skating, Lawn-Tennis, Volleyball, and Badminton

**International Mindedness:** KRM amplifies International Mindedness through participation in competitions and exchange programmes with schools across the globe.

**Counseling:** The school has designated counselors to support students in multiple aspects such as:

- Special Education Needs (SEN)
- Career Counseling
- Behavioural Counseling

** Clubs:** The school organizes a plethora of club activities for students to boost their creativity and life skills. We have clubs like dramatics, coding, climate action, legal literacy, photography, film making, to name a few.
Alumni

An institution's alumni are the reflection of its past, representation of its present, and a link to its future. At KRM the rigor in the academic domain is supplemented by a mélange of co-scholastic activities which prepare the students to be global citizens. We are proud of all our students' past and present achievements. Mangalites are a part of prestigious institutions in India as well as abroad and are well-placed in renowned companies.
Board Results

Class XII Results 2020-21

OVERALL RESULT: 100% | SCHOOL AVERAGE: 91%

First Position

Humanities
Saanvi Bakshi 99.2%

Commerce
Asmita Jain 98.4%

Science
S Karun Vikhash 98%

Class X Results 2020-21

OVERALL RESULT: 100% | SCHOOL AVERAGE: 86.14%

First Position

Aaayn Davis Mathai 99%

Second Position

Priti Sarkar 99%

Raunak De Sarkar 98.2%

Third Position

Maisha 98%

Mudit Dhiman 98%
SAFETY AND SECURITY

A safe and secure environment is a prerequisite for effective teaching and learning. At KRM we take it as our prime responsibility to provide a safe and secure environment to our students.

To ensure the same, we have:

- Trained security staff
- CCTV surveillance across the campus
- Watertight visitor management system
- GPS enabled buses accompanied by a female attendant
- Regular safety audits and security assessments
- Regular counseling sessions, emergency drills, and safety workshops
Awards & Accolades

Ranked No. 2 in Gurugram Leaders Category By Times School Survey 2021

Brainfeed for Innovative School Excellence Award (2017)

International Dimension in Schools (IDS) Award by British Council (2020-23)

International School Award (ISA) by British Council (2017-2020)
Golden Beaver Award at National Science Film Festival

First Prize in "Odyssey of the Mind", Euro Fest, Germany

Youngest Polo Commentator Award by the President of India

Member of the Indian Shooting Team

Best Speaker Award at National level, "Mahabehes"

Best Quiz Team at Road Safety Mega Festival organized by Haryana Police

International Rank Holders in Olympiads

National and State level Awards in various Sports

Rank holder of India Book of Records
15000+ Students

1000+ Teachers

Established Since 2003
Contact US

K.R. Mangalam World School
E Block South City- I, Gurugram-122001

Phone: 0124-2382596, 2382597
Email: southcity@krmangalam.com